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NAVIGATION ▼

WATCH: Noisy Taxi Cab Protest of UberX, Lyft
Snarls Center City Traffic

Hundreds of taxi, limo and Uber Black drivers jammed the streets around City Hall in noisy dissent this
afternoon.

BY SANDY SMITH  |  DECEMBER 16, 2015 AT 3:16 PM

With horns blaring and marchers chanting “No UberX! No Lyft!” hundreds of Philadelphia cab drivers
converged on City Hall with their vehicles to demand that laws cab drivers must follow regarding
insurance, licensing and training be enforced with the aforementioned ride-sharing services as well.
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Joining in the protest that snarled lunchtime traffic for blocks around City Hall were drivers for
UberBLACK, the limousine service that uses the same sharing technology as UberX but which is
regulated by the Philadelphia Parking Authority as the cabs are.

Several of the drivers held up signs calling the ride-share services “ride stealing” and accusing the
companies of not only breaking the law but also failing to provide such accommodations as
wheelchair-accessible vehicles.

The striking cab drivers’ cars filled Market Street from City Hall west to 19th Street and 15th Street
where it passes City Hall and Dilworth Park. UberBLACK drivers drove in a procession up South
Broad Street to join the cabbies as they marched around City Hall to hold a brief demonstration and
issue statements outside the District Attorney’s Office.

Ronald Blount (left), president of the Taxi Workers Alliance of Pennsylvania, said, “We’ve been
more than patient. Each driver here is properly licensed, their cars have been inspected, and we’ve
done everything the city has asked of us. We help support the schools and we help support state
government. They’re allowing an illegal entity to operate in our city. They have a division that is legal,
UberBLACK, they follow the rules same as us, and we have no problem with them. We’d have no
problem with UberX if they followed the same rules and regulations.

“But they’ve been operating over a year, and everyone has been passing the buck. Somebody has to
answer. We want some action, we want some commitment from the District Attorney.

“The Philadelphia Parking Authority has done the best they can, but they have only eight

Philadelphia Center City Taxi and Uber Protest

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IrQngiMrXsU
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enforcement inspectors going against
thousands of illegal UberX drivers in the city.
So they need help. It’s the District Attorney’s,
the mayor’s, the state Attorney General’s, the
Philadelphia Police Commissioner’s job to
clean up the city. They need to stop passing
the buck and pointing fingers at each other.”

“Uber and Lyft are claiming they are
transportation network companies and
therefore not subject to PPA regulatory
authority,” said Jeremy Abay, the attorney
representing many of the UberBLACK drivers,
the Taxi Workers Alliance and some of the
taxi drivers. After noting that judges have
recommended stiff fines ranging from $3,000

per day to as much as $50 million, Bey reiterated Blount’s demand that the companies simply follow
the same rules as the black cars and taxis.

“We don’t necessarily want to eliminate UberX and Lyft. We want a fair and level playing field.
They’ve got to pay the fees, they’ve got to get the testing, they have to get the certificates [of insurance]
just like everyone else. This is not innovation. They’re breaking the law, and they’re completely
undercutting the market by what they’re doing.” UberX and Lyft charge roughly half what it would
cost to ride the same distance in a metered taxi, whose rates are also regulated by the PPA.

Philadelphia Taxi, Limo and Uber Black Drivers Protest UberX, Lyft

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hGm4Anbgzbg
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Bey also noted that unlike city taxi drivers, UberX and Lyft drivers are not required to hold
Pennsylvania driver’s licenses, nor are their cars required to be registered in this state.
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The striking taxi drivers chose the District Attorney’s office as the target of the protest because District
Attorney Seth Williams has denied he has any authority to prosecute the ride-sharing companies
and that only the PPA can act to enforce city regulations in this area. Abay brought up several statutes,
including racketeering laws, that he argued the DA could use to enforce compliance by other means.

An Uber spokesperson reached for comment on the protest said, “Many taxi and limousine drivers are
understandably frustrated because the Philadelphia Parking Authority’s outdated rules make it harder
to earn a living when the public has shown they want more affordable options. Each year, the PPA
requires limousine drivers to pay $404 per vehicle for a PPA sticker and $130 for their chauffeur’s
permit to be renewed. They also subject drivers to obsolete vehicle restrictions and onerous insurance
requirements. We believe statewide reform of the PPA that allows for regulated ridesharing will
benefit both riders and drivers.” 

A spokesperson for District Attorney Seth Williams was not immediately available for comment.
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Jacob Lyon Goddard •  6 months ago

Correct me if I'm wrong, but isn't competition good (and monopolies bad) in a free market
economy?

  3△ ▽  

VernonRoche  •  6 months ago> Jacob Lyon Goddard
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VernonRoche  •  6 months ago Jacob Lyon Goddard

But being competitive is hard work!!
  1△ ▽  

•

Copper34  •  6 months ago> Jacob Lyon Goddard

Yes. This makes me less likely to get n a taxi.
 △ ▽  

•

ICDogg  •  6 months ago> Jacob Lyon Goddard

How can they be competitive if only some of them have to pay fees and abide by strict
safety and insurance regulations?

 △ ▽  

•

Quinn •  6 months ago

I haven't taken a cab in the city in over a year, until this past weekend. Due to the Army/Navy
game there was a bit of a wait for an Uber. A cab drove by me, so I said what the hell, and
flagged him down. He pulled up in front of me, rolled down his window, and barked "where
you going? You got cash or not?" So I flipped him off and happily waited 10 minutes for a
clean, comfortable Uber with an awesome driver. Instead of crying and giving your
competition a TON of money this afternoon...why didn't taxis spend the time cleaning their
cars or learning how not to be complete a'holes?

  2△ ▽  

•

pete •  6 months ago

Uber rocks, taxis suck. Enough said.
  2△ ▽  

•

Mike M •  6 months ago

I feel bad for the upstanding cab drivers who saved up money for their own medallions only
to have the value of them eliminated. But, the cab companies are terrible and too many (even
if not most) cab drivers are creeps.

  1△ ▽  

•

Adam Krol •  6 months ago

Ban the PPA too while you're at it, and get rid of the garbage cabs. Innovation will win, and
so will the consumers.

  1△ ▽  

Racist cab drivers •  6 months ago

I am a black woman. My boyfriend is a black man. It's extremely hard to get a cab in certain
parts of the city. Cabs often drive by me, assume that I'm going to a neighborhood they'd
rather not drive to (I actually live in Old City), they curse you out if you don't pay with cash,
they refuse to take me certain places (if it's too close or too far) and many cars are unkept
and they smell! So taxi drivers, please address ALL of these problems and then I will start
using you again.
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•

using you again.
 △ ▽  

•

WhyDoesn'tThatSurpriseMe...? •  6 months ago

Personally, I don’t get the whole Uber thang (yes, thang). What’s so difficult about walking,
or a bus, or the El/subway? Scared of the cold(?), the rain(?), the air(?), "those” people? I
think the peoples just want to use their phone for, like, everything; it makes them feel…cool?
Anyhoo, so, aside from the usual suspects about SEPTA, it’s still the cheapest and most
efficient way to get around town. The suspects would be the smells, the physical left-behinds,
the garbage, the crazies, the noise, the… OK, I’m not really selling this very well… but,
jeeezzz, it’s a city, we got character, in addition to characters. You want it sanitized; move to
Bucks County. 
And those cabbies… Let’s see, they: beep at me walking down the street hoping for a fare
(shove it); run red lights (pay attention!); kick it in hyperspeed down every street; cut me off
on my bike (like, reeeeeal close); nearly run me down in the crosswalk (jerk!); stop and block
the crosswalk (up yours); are constantly on their phones rolling through the crosswalk when
they have the red light (don’t forget that dumbarse Philly look they give…when I give them
the finger, that is); make right turns on red when it clearly says “no way”; make a left turn
from the right lane; don’t seem to have a working credit card machine; oh, there’s more. I
heart SEPTA.

 △ ▽  

•

Pizzle  •  6 months ago> WhyDoesn'tThatSurpriseMe...?

Oh, and as far as the problem with walking, go take a stroll around Temple side
streets at about 2 AM.

  1△ ▽  

•

Pizzle  •  6 months ago> WhyDoesn'tThatSurpriseMe...?

There is pretty much no public transportation after midnight, so I have no idea why
you would think that people are using Uber 'because it's cool'. You can call a cab
company, and you have literally no info on if/when the guy is coming, and half of
them claim their credit card machine is broken (always) and I'm a person who doesn't
carry alot of cash (painting as small a target for theft as possible). With a service like
Uber, I know when my ride is accepted, I know what the guy looks like, his license
plate number, get an emailed receipt with a very detailed description of my trip,
customer service if the route wasn't efficient (and they are incredibly good at crediting
their customers quickly), a clean car that I'm riding in etc. Really, the list of things the
taxi companies DON'T provide you is endless. This is sheer bitterness on competition
because they spent money on an overvalued taxi medallion and they've literally never
had any reason or incentive to provide you a better product for what you're paying.

  1△ ▽  

ICDogg •  6 months ago

Uber X is illegal in Philly and all they're asking for is that the law be enforced.
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•

Uber X is illegal in Philly and all they're asking for is that the law be enforced.
 △ ▽  

•

RichC •  6 months ago

I'm angry that not everyone is as over regulated and overtaxed as I am!
 △ ▽  

•

ICDogg  •  6 months ago> RichC

I would be
 △ ▽  
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